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AN ANALOGUE OF WEYL’S THEOREM FOR
UNBOUNDED DOMAINS, II

ANDREW MAJDA AND JAMES RALSTON

Introduction. In Part I the authors developed an analogue for exterior re-
gions of a classical theorem of H. Weyl on the asymptotic distribution of the
eigenvalues for interior problems. If the region is exterior to a strictly convex
body, K, in R with n odd, then the analytical quantity defined by the change
from -k to k of the argument of the determinant of the scattering matrix, A,
arg det 5(k), behaves like twice the counting function for the eigenvalues for
interior problems. More precisely, the principal result in [6] is

27/" A_x,x arg det b(k) C(n)Vol(K)k + 0("- +

where C(n) 2(Volume of S 1)(27r)-"(n)-l. The authors also conjectured that
the above formula is true provided that the exterior region has no trapped ray
paths of geometrical optics.

Here we will give further evidence that--- A_x,x arg det 5() behaves like

twice the counting function for interior eigenvalues. We will also develop a
suggestive (but by no means well understood!) link between these calculations
and the type of calculation used for interior asyptotics (see [1] and [3]).

In the first section of this paper, we study asymptotic formulas for A_x,x arg
det 5(), where 5 is the scattering matrix associated with the wave equation
Utt-- Aolg. Here

Oxi
gij

Oxj

gi (g0-a, g det g and g(x) 8 for Ixl > p. The operator Ao is the La-
place-Beltrami operator for the Riemannian metric defined by

ds2= godxidx.
In this situation the geometrical quantity corresponding to Vol(K) is the dif-
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1(Added in proof): This result for the case of star-like bodies and other extensions of Part are
contained in Asymptotic behavior ofthe scattering phasefor exterior domains by A. Jensen and T.
Kato (U. C. Berkeley preprint, 1978).
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